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The options listed are prioritised by the method stated in the Programme Appraisal Technical Summary.

The options listed in the DWMP Investment Needs below are the preferred options in our DWMP.  They will need further refinement as we implement the DWMP 
to confirm the exact location and scope of action needed, and the cost.

The costs are indicative costs for planning purposes only. The basis for the cost estimates, including assumptions and uncertainties, are explained in our DWMP 
Investment Plans.

The table of Investment Need provides an indicative cost so we know what level of funding is needed to reduce the risks. It is not a commitment to fund or deliver 
any option.

The Indicative Timescale is when the investment is needed.  Short term means before 2030 (AMP8), medium term between 2030 and 2040 (AMP9 &10), and 
long term between 2040 and 2050 (AMP 11 & 12). Some options may take several investment periods to achieve the desired outcomes.  

Potential Partners have been identified in the table of Investment Needs. This is to indicate where there may be opportunities for us to work with these partners 
when developing and delivering these options. It is not a commitment by any of the partners to work with us.

These options will inform our future business plans as part of the Ofwat periodic review process to secure the finance to implement these options.



Prioritised Investment Needs Identified for All Planning Objectives (Rother)
Reference River Basin Catchment Location Option Indicative 

Cost
Indicative 
Timescales

Planning 
Objectives

Priorisation 
Score

FAIR.PW01.2 Rother Fairlight Catchment Wide Enhanced maintenance: 
Proactive Jetting £35K Short PO2 5.36

RYEW.PW01.4 Rother Rye Old Town
Pipe rehabilitation programme:  CCTV surveys, sewer 
integrity checks and re-lining to reduce infiltration and 
pollution incidents

£65K Short PO2 3.85

RYEW.SC03.1 Rother Rye Catchment wide Enhanced maintenance:  
Customer education £115K Short PO1 2.42

RYEW.PW01.5 Rother Rye Catchment wide Enhanced maintenance: 
Proactive jetting £115K Short PO1 2.42

RYEW.PW01.1 Rother Rye Wish Street Rye WPS Improved Resilience: 
Wastewater Pumping Station £235K Short PO2 2.13

RYEW.PW01.2 Rother Rye Old Town
Pipe rehabilitation programme:  CCTV surveys, sewer 
integrity checks and re-lining to reduce infiltration and 
blockages

£330K Short PO3 2.02

FAIR.PW01.3 Rother Fairlight Fairlight WTW

Attenuate excess flows in sewer network using storage 
tanks to reduce the risk of spill events.
(Cost based on storage but surface water separation is 
the preferred option)

£1,000K Short -
Medium PO5 2.00

RYEW.OT01.6 Rother Rye St Margarets Terrace CSO
Storm tank operation and enlargement to reduce risks of 
spills as a result of storms (need to investigate if surface 
water can be removed instead or as a combined option)

£1,000K Short - Medium PO5 2.00

FAIR.SC03.1 Rother Fairlight Catchment Wide Enhanced maintenance:
Customer Education £115K Short PO2 1.63

RYEW.PW02.1 Rother Rye Rye WTW Review permit for the WTW with the EA, and deliver 
associated works to increase capacity of the works £805K Medium PO6 0.00

RYEW.PW02.2 Rother Rye Rye WTW Deliver additional Final Settlement Tank treatment to 
increase capacity of the works £1,270K Medium PO8 0.00

FAIR.OT01.1 Rother Fairlight Dungeness, Romney Marsh and Rye Bay

Develop a nutrient budget to understand the risks and 
sources impacting Habitat sites.
(Surface water removal across catchment to enhance 
the efficiency of the existing tertiary treatment at the 
works and reducing storm spill)

£75K Medium - Long PO11 0.00

FAIR.OT01.2 Rother Fairlight Catchment Wide Study:  Model improvements, including flow surveys for 
storm and dry weather flow, and model calibration. £125K Short PO4 PO7 0.00

FAIR.OT01.3 Rother Fairlight Lower Waites Lane
Sewer CCTV surveys, integrity checks and re-lining.
(No collapses in assessment period, sewer conditions 
were noted to be poor around the risk location)

£TBC - PO3 0.00
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FAIR.OT01.4 Rother Fairlight Channel Way, Fairlight

Improve surface water management in this area through 
a catchment wide scheme to collect and remove surface 
water from the cliff face and divert it from the sewer to 
north of Lower Waites Lane (i.e. away from the cliff 
face).

£TBC Medium PO7 0.00

RYEW.OT01.4 Rother Rye Dungeness, Romney Marsh and Rye Bay

Nutrient budget to understand the risks and sources 
impacting Habitat sites 
(include a Hydrological Assessment for SS and BOD 
contribution)

£75K Short PO11 0.00

RYEW.OT01.5 Rother Rye Catchment wide Study:  Model improvements, including flow surveys for 
storm and dry weather flow, and model calibration. £125K Short PO4 PO7 0.00

RYEW.OT01.9 Rother Rye Rye Primary School,
Rye College & Car Parks

Identify and implement attenuation measures in schools 
by retrofitting and redirecting roof drainage to rain 
gardens and soakaways. Car parks to be converted to 
permeable areas.

£TBC Medium PO4 0.00
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